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Turkey's Pivot to Eurasia Emre Erşen 2019-05-21 This book discusses and analyses the dimensions of
Turkey’s strategic rapprochement with the Eurasian states and institutions since the deterioration of
Ankara’s relations with its traditional NATO allies. Do these developments signify a major strategic
reorientation in Turkish foreign policy? Is Eurasia becoming an alternative geopolitical concept to Europe
or the West? Or is this ‘pivot to Eurasia’ an instrument of the current Turkish government to obtain
greater diplomatic leverage? Engaging with these key questions, the contributors explore the
geographical, political, economic, military and social dynamics that inﬂuence this process, while
addressing the questions that arise from the diﬃculties in reconciling Ankara’s strategic priorities with
those of other Eurasian countries like Russia, China, Iran and India. Chapters focus on the diﬀerent
aspects of Turkey’s improving bilateral relations with the Eurasian states and institutions and consider
the possibility of developing a convincing Eurasian alternative for Turkish foreign policy. The book will be
useful for researchers in the ﬁelds of politics and IR more broadly, and particularly relevant for scholars
and students researching Turkish foreign policy and the geopolitics of Eurasia.
Technical Assistance for Formulating and Implementing an Intergovernmental Agreement of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization Member States on Facilitation of International Road Transport 2004
Soft Balancing in the Indo-Asia-Paciﬁc from Asean to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Alica
Kizekova 2014-11-28
Studies on Contemporary China Ruiquan Gao 2018-11-20 Studies on Contemporary China collects
important research ﬁndings of China's contemporary political, economic and social studies conducted by
the academics at East China Normal University (ECNU) in recent years. This book covers topics including
rural-urban integration, reﬂection on the future of Shanghai Cooperation Organization, analysis of the
eﬀects of risk measures on bank eﬃciency, new rural social endowment insurance, neotype urbanization,
among others. This book is the third volume in the WSPC-ECNU Series on China. The WSPC-ECNU Series
showcases the signiﬁcant contributions to scholarship in social sciences and humanities studies about
China. The Series is jointly launched by World Scientiﬁc Publishing, the most reputable English academic
publisher in Asia, and ECNU, a top University in China with a long history of exchanges with the
international academic community.
Strategic Implications of the Evolving Shanghai Cooperation Organization U. S. Army U.S. Army War
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College Press 2015-01-01 Key points from this analysis include: The Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO) is an enduring association which was originally brought together by the short-term border security
interests of its ﬁrst ﬁve members. Russia believes it plays a leading role in the SCO; in fact, however, the
organization is and always has been driven by China, and Moscow's role is vital but secondary. The other
member states, former Central Asian Soviet republics with no history of modern statehood or
governance, are not equal partners-but their geostrategic location and, in some cases, natural resources
make them potentially valuable allies for the United States and other major powers. The SCO is unlikely
to enlarge further. Since its inception, the SCO has received several applications for membership.
However, any enlargement of the organization could be fraught with diﬃculties, mainly because of
conﬂicts of interest between China and Russia and the fear by member states that some new candidates
are potential international liabilities and may create further conﬂict within the organization.
China and South Asia Rajiv Ranjan 2021-09-17 This book looks at the changing dynamics and regional
power play between China and South Asia. It explores crucial issues such as China–Pakistan Economic
Corridor and the changing nature of China–India relations; China’s trident approach in South Asia and its
rising inﬂuence in the region; responses of small states to rising China; China’s 21st-century belt and
road initiative; China and India; China’s rise and USA’s security policy vis-à-vis India; Shanghai
Cooperation Organization and Regional Security and Russia’s ‘pivot to the East’ and its impact on the
Asia-Paciﬁc region. The volume brings together views of scholars from China, South Asia and beyond on
diﬀerent aspects of China and South Asia engagement, including regional politics, connectivity,
infrastructure and development projects, power politics, economy, ideology and culture. The chapters
oﬀer insights into trends and challenges within China’s economic and security environment as impacted
by globalization, regional interests and demands of cooperation. They present critical, comprehensive
and expert analyses of China’s engagement with South Asia by covering historical, sociological, political,
cultural, economic and strategic factors while including perspectives from individual countries. This
volume will be useful to scholars and researchers of Chinese studies, politics and international relations,
South Asian studies, foreign policy, diplomacy, security and strategic studies, political studies as well as
to those in media, policymakers, bureaucrats, diplomats and think tanks.
China's "New" Diplomacy P. Kerr 2016-04-30 Bringing together Chinese and Western scholars of
diplomacy, this book highlights the view that China's 'new' diplomacy is an instrument of foreign policy, a
socialising process that fosters both positive and negative change and an important indicator of China's
future role.
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Taylor & Francis Group 2022-05-16 The Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO) is one of the most rapidly developing centres of the multipolar world.The
contributors to this volume, representing a range of the states within the SCO, evaluate the possibilities
for the SCO, and the challenges it faces in achieving them through a prism of legal regulation.
Eurasian Regionalism S. Aris 2011-07-06 The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is attracting
signiﬁcant attention from governments and scholars. This study examines the evolution of the SCO as a
regional security provider and a framework for cooperation, drawing on ﬁeldwork interviews with oﬃcials
and experts from its member-states.
China's Approach to Central Asia Weiqing Song 2016-05-20 This book examines, comprehensively, the
Shanghai Co-operation Organisation, the regional organisation which consists of China, Russia and most
of the Central Asian countries. It charts the development of the Organisation from the establishment of
its precursor, the Shanghai Five, in 1996, through its own foundation in 2001 to the present. It considers
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the foreign policy of China and of the other member states, showing how the interests and power of the
member states determine the Organisation’s institutions, functional development and relations with nonmembers. It explores the Organisation’s activities in the ﬁelds of politics and security co-operation,
economic and energy co-operation, and in culture and education, and concludes with a discussion of how
the Organisation is likely to develop in future. Throughout, the book sets the Shanghai Co-operation
Organisation in the context of China’s overall strategy towards Central Asia.
Authoritarian Gravity Centers Marianne Kneuer 2020-05-19 Autocracies not only resist the global spread
of democracy but are sources of autocratic inﬂuence and pressure. This book presents a conceptual
model to understand, assess, and explain the promotion and diﬀusion of authoritarian elements.
Employing a cross-regional approach, leading experts empirically test the concept of authoritarian
gravity centers (AGCs), deﬁned as "regimes that constitute a force of attraction and contagion for
countries in geopolitical proximity." With an analysis extending across Latin America, the Middle East,
Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and Asia, these AGCs are shown to be eﬀective as active promoters (push)
or as neutral sources of attraction (pull). The authors contend that the inﬂuence of exogenous factors,
along with international and regional contexts for the transformation of regime types, is vital to
understanding and analyzing the transmission of autocratic institutional settings, ideas, norms,
procedures, and practices, thus explaining the regional clustering of autocracies. It is the regional
context in which external actors can inﬂuence authoritarian processes most eﬀectively. Authoritarian
Gravity Centers is a vibrant and comprehensive contribution to the growing ﬁeld of autocratization, which
will be of great interest to undergraduate and postgraduate students of comparative area studies,
illiberalism, international politics, and studies of democracy.
Great Games, Local Rules Alexander Cooley 2012-07-23 The struggle between Russia and Great
Britain over Central Asia in the nineteenth century was the original "great game." But in the past quarter
century, a new "great game" has emerged, pitting America against a newly aggressive Russia and a
resource-hungry China, all struggling for inﬂuence over the same region, now one of the most volatile
areas in the world: the long border region stretching from Iran through Pakistan to Kashmir. In Great
Games, Local Rules, Alexander Cooley, one of America's most respected international relations scholars,
explores the dynamics of the new competition for control of the region since 9/11. All three great powers
have crafted strategies to increase their power in the area, which includes Afghanistan and the former
Soviet republics of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan. Each nation is pursuing
important goals: basing rights for the US, access to natural resources for the Chinese, and increased
political inﬂuence for the Russians. However, overlooked in all of the talk about this new great game is
fact that the Central Asian governments have proven themselves critical agents in their own right,
establishing local rules for external power involvement that serve to fend oﬀ foreign interest. As a result,
despite a decade of intense interest from the United States, Russia, and China, Central Asia remains a
collection of segmented states, and the external competition has merely reinforced the sovereign
authority of the individual Central Asian governments. A careful and surprising analysis of how small
states interact with great powers in a vital region, Great Games, Local Rules greatly advances our
understanding of how global politics actually works in the contemporary era.
China, The United States, and the Future of Central Asia David B.H. Denoon 2015-07-10 The ﬁrst of a
three-volume series on the interaction of the US and China in diﬀerent regions of the world, China, the
United States, and the Future of Central Asia explores the delicate balance of competing foreign interests
in this resource-rich and politically tumultuous region. Editor David Denoon and his internationally
renowned set of contributors assess the diﬀerent objectives and strategies the U.S. and China deploy in
the region and examine how the two world powers are indirectly competitive with one another for
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inﬂuence in Central Asia. While the US is focused on maintaining and supporting its military forces in
neighboring states, China has its sights on procuring natural resources for its fast-growing economy and
preventing the expansion of fundamentalist Islam inside its borders. This book covers important issues
such as the creation of international gas pipelines, the challenges of building crucial transcontinental
roadways that must pass through countries facing insurgencies, the eﬀorts of the US and China to
encourage and provide better security in the region, and how the Central Asian countries themselves
view their role in international politics and the global economy. The book also covers key outside powers
with inﬂuence in the region; Russia, with its historical ties to the many Central Asian countries that used
to belong to the USSR, is perhaps the biggest international presence in the area, and other countries on
the region’s periphery like Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, and India have a stake in the fortunes and future of
Central Asia as well. A comprehensive, original, and up-to-date collection, this book is a wide-ranging look
from noted scholars at a vital part of the world which is likely to receive more attention and face greater
instability as NATO forces withdraw from Afghanistan.
Charting a New Silk Road? Benjamin Gonzalez 2008-04 The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
ﬁrst came into being as a result of border negotiations between Russia and China but evolved shortly
thereafter into more than this. A regional organization comprised of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and China the SCO's mandate now encompasses trade and security. Most secondary
literature on this organization tends to detail the interests of its constituent members, while overlooking
the historical relationships underlying the SCO's growth and evolution. This thesis argues that Russia's
long-standing relationships with the states of Central Asia created the conditions making the SCO a
necessary tool of Russian foreign policy, while Moscow's relations with China and the US have driven the
development of the group. It concludes that the SCO has become the most viable of Central Asia's
regional organizations because it has eﬀectively resolved contradictions and conﬂicts in Russia's
relationships with the other SCO members.
China's Energy Geopolitics Thrassy N. Marketos 2008-11-21 China’s need for energy has become a
driving factor in contemporary world politics and a precondition for sustaining China’s continuing high
economic growth. Accordingly, Chinese energy policy has been a political and strategic rather than
market-driven policy. This book focuses on the need of a stable and secure investment environment
which is necessary for the energy provision of China from the Central Asian states. The author argues
that the institutionalization of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (S.C.O.), the Friendship and
Cooperation Treaty between Russia and China and Chinese bilateral agreements with individual Central
Asian states present an avenue and a framework of stability in which pipeline construction can
commence. With the backing of the US in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
Chinese involvement in the region has now been expanding. However, in order to stabilize the region for
Chinese investment in energy resources, the author states that the US needs to be present in the region
and that a strategic framework of cooperation between Russia, China and the US has to be developed.
The book will be of interest to academics working in the ﬁeld of International Security, International
Relations and Central Asian and Chinese politics.
China and Global Governance Peng Bo 2021-04-28 This book proposes a new concept of
“International Leadership with Chinese Characteristics” (ILCC) to interpret China’s role in global
governance. The author illustrates how the concept of ILCC is built on the basis of the discussion of
Chinese political culture and Chinese worldview of international relations and develops a four-step
interpretive process as a guidance for conducting the empirical analysis of the ILCC. The book also shows
how Chinese elites conceptually construct and practically implement the ILCC in four case studies – G20,
BRICS, Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), and Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
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Dictators Without Borders Alexander A. Cooley 2017-02-07 A penetrating look into the unrecognized and
unregulated links between autocratic regimes in Central Asia and centers of power and wealth
throughout the West Weak, corrupt, and politically unstable, the former Soviet republics of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan are dismissed as isolated and irrelevant to the outside world. But
are they? This hard-hitting book argues that Central Asia is in reality a globalization leader with extensive
involvement in economics, politics and security dynamics beyond its borders. Yet Central Asia’s
international activities are mostly hidden from view, with disturbing implications for world security. Based
on years of research and involvement in the region, Alexander Cooley and John Heathershaw reveal how
business networks, elite bank accounts, overseas courts, third-party brokers, and Western lawyers
connect Central Asia’s supposedly isolated leaders with global power centers. The authors also uncover
widespread Western participation in money laundering, bribery, foreign lobbying by autocratic
governments, and the exploiting of legal loopholes within Central Asia. Riveting and important, this book
exposes the global connections of a troubled region that must no longer be ignored.
Hong Kong in the Belt and Road Initiative Kin-chung Lam 2020-03-15 This pocket-sized paperback is one
of the thirty titles published for 2019 Hong Kong International Poetry Nights. The theme of IPHHK2019 is
"Speech and Silence". From 19–24 November 2019, 30 invited poets from various countries gathered in
Hong Kong to read their works based on the theme "Speech and Silence." Included in the anthology and
box set, these unique works are presented with Chinese and English translations in bilingual or trilingual
formats. Poets include Ana Luísa Amaral (Portugal), Maxim Amelin (Russia), Renato Sandoval Bacigalupo
(Peru) , Jen Bervin (USA), Ana Blandiana (Romania), Tamim Al-Barghouti (Palestine), Abbas Beydoun
(Lebanon), Milosz Biedrzycki (Poland), Derek Chung (Hong Kong), Louise Dupre (Canada), Forrest Gander
(USA), Hwang Yu Won (South Korea), Maozi (PRC), Mathura (Estonia), Sergio Raimondi (Argentina), Ana
Ristović (Serbia), K. Satchidanandan (India), Martin Solotruk (Slovakia), Ales Steger (Slovenia), Maria
Stepanova (Russia), Toth Krisztina (Hungary), Ijeoma Umebinyuo (Nigeria), Anastassis Vistonitis (Greece),
Jan Wagner (Germany), Ernest Wichner (Germany), Yang Chia-Hsien (Taiwan), Yasuhiro Yotsumoto
(Japan), Yu Youyou (PRC), Zheng Xiaoqiong (PRC), and Zhou Yunpeng (PRC).
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Sergey Marochkin 2022-05-16 The Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) is one of the most rapidly developing centres of the multipolar world, covering an
enormous landmass including China, India, Russia and its southern Eurasian neighbours. With both its
eight member states, and a growing group of observer states, the SCO’s activities have expanded
beyond its initial focus on security and stability to broader cooperation with the UN and other groupings
such as the G20, BRICS, NATO and ASEAN. Bringing together large and disparate nation-states with often
rival geostrategic agendas means that it faces substantial structural challenges but also has great
potential. The contributors to this volume, representing a range of the states within the SCO, evaluate
the possibilities for the Organization, and the challenges it faces in achieving them through a prism of
legal regulation. They evaluate the bloc’s prospects for economic, humanitarian, legal, trade, labour,
migration, and environmental cooperation, as well as it’s more traditional concerns with security and
defence. The authors, analyzing the quality of cooperation between states within the SCO, note the
controversial character of this process: it demonstrates both eﬃciency and declarative and decorative
nature of the SCO. A valuable read for scholars and policy-makers with a focus on Eurasian cooperation,
and processes of regionalism and universalism in international relationships.
Central Asia and the Rise of Normative Powers Emilian Kavalski 2012-10-15 This book oﬀers a unique
analytical investigation of the international politics of the EU, China, and India in the context of their
security strategies in Central Asia. It shows how the interaction between these three actors is likely to
change the frameworks and practices of international relations. This is studied through their interactions
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with central Asia, using the framework of normative powers and the concept of regional security
governance. Brieﬂy, a normative power shapes a target state's attitudes and perceptions as it
internalizes and adopts the perspectives of the normative power as the norm. The work comparatively
studies the dynamics that have allowed Beijing, Brussels, and New Delhi to articulate security
mechanisms in Central Asia, and become rising normative powers. This innovative study does not aim to
catalog foreign policies, but to uncover the dominant perceptions, cognitive structures and practices that
guide these actors' regional agency, as exempliﬁed through the context of Central Asia. It will be an
essential resource for anyone studying international relations, international relations theory, and foreign
policy analysis.
China's Approach to Central Asia Weiqing Song 2018-01-12 This book examines, comprehensively,
the Shanghai Co-operation Organisation, the regional organisation which consists of China, Russia and
most of the Central Asian countries. It charts the development of the Organisation from the
establishment of its precursor, the Shanghai Five, in 1996, through its own foundation in 2001 to the
present. It considers the foreign policy of China and of the other member states, showing how the
interests and power of the member states determine the Organisation¿s institutions, functional
development and relations with non-members. It explores the Organisation¿s activities in the ﬁelds of
politics and security co-operation, economic and energy co-operation, and in culture and education, and
concludes with a discussion of how the Organisation is likely to develop in future. Throughout, the book
sets the Shanghai Co-operation Organisation in the context of China¿s overall strategy towards Central
Asia.
Routledge Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy Andrei P. Tsygankov 2018-03-20 Providing a
comprehensive overview of Russia’s foreign policy directions, this handbook brings together an
international team of scholars to develop a complex treatment of Russia’s foreign policy. The chapters
draw from numerous theoretical traditions by incorporating ideas of domestic institutions, considerations
of national security and international recognition as sources of the nation’s foreign policy. Covering
critically important subjects such as Russia’s military interventions in Ukraine and Syria, the handbook is
divided into four key parts: Part I explores the social and material conditions in which Russia’s foreign
policy is formed and implemented. Part II investigates tools and actors that participate in policy making
including diplomacy, military, media, and others. Part III provides an overview of Russia’s directions
towards the United States, Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Eurasia, and the Arctic. Part IV addresses the
issue of Russia’s participation in global governance and multiple international organizations, as well as
the Kremlin’s eﬀorts to build new organizations and formats that suit Russia’s objectives. The Routledge
Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy is an invaluable resource to students and scholars of Russian Politics
and International Relations, as well as World Politics more generally.
SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION AND CONFLICT DE -ESCALATION JAMES. MACHAFFIE
2023
China's Energy Geopolitics Thrassy N. Marketos 2008-11-21 China’s need for energy has become a
driving factor in contemporary world politics and a precondition for sustaining China’s continuing high
economic growth. Accordingly, Chinese energy policy has been a political and strategic rather than
market-driven policy. This book focuses on the need of a stable and secure investment environment
which is necessary for the energy provision of China from the Central Asian states. The author argues
that the institutionalization of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (S.C.O.), the Friendship and
Cooperation Treaty between Russia and China and Chinese bilateral agreements with individual Central
Asian states present an avenue and a framework of stability in which pipeline construction can
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commence. With the backing of the US in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
Chinese involvement in the region has now been expanding. However, in order to stabilize the region for
Chinese investment in energy resources, the author states that the US needs to be present in the region
and that a strategic framework of cooperation between Russia, China and the US has to be developed.
The book will be of interest to academics working in the ﬁeld of International Security, International
Relations and Central Asian and Chinese politics.
China and Eurasia Mher D Sahakyan 2021-09-23 This book facilitates exchanges between scholars and
researchers from around the world on China-Eurasia relations. Comparing perspectives and
methodologies, it promotes interdisciplinary dialogue on China’s pivot towards Eurasia, the Belt and Road
initiative, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Beijing’s cooperation and arguments with India, the
EU, Western Balkans and South Caucasus states and the Sino-Russian struggle for multipolarity and
multilateralism in Eurasia. It also researches digitalization processes in Eurasia, notably it focuses on
China's Silk Road and Digital Agenda of Eurasian Economic Union. Multipolarity without multilateralism is
a dangerous mix. Great power competitions will remain. In the Asian regional system more multilateral
cushions have to be developed. Scholars from diﬀerent nations including China, India, Russia, Austria,
Armenia, Georgia, United Arab Emirates and Montenegro introduce their own, independent research,
making recommendations on the developments in China-Eurasia relations, and demonstrating that
through joint discussions it is possible to ﬁnd ways for cooperation and for ensuring peaceful coexistence.
The book will appeal to policymakers and scholars and students in Chinese, Eurasian, International and
Oriental Studies.
Implications and Impacts of eSports on Business and Society: Emerging Research and
Opportunities Finch, David J. 2019-10-25 The global gaming market, due to numerous technological
advancements in social media networking and live-streaming video, has exploded in recent years.
However, this newly acquired popularity has left many industry professionals pondering a diﬃcult
enigma: How does this aﬀect the professional world? Implications and Impacts of eSports on Business
and Society: Emerging Research and Opportunities provides innovative research exploring the immersion
of competitive electronic sports and applications within global marketing, business, and society.
Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as social networking, sponsorship branding, and risk
management, this book is ideally designed for sports and entertainment practitioners, communications
professionals, marketers, business consultants, researchers, professionals, and students seeking current
research on potential business opportunities in the eSports industry.
Multilateral Approach In China's Foreign Policy Cheng Joseph Yu-shek 2017-12-21 Since the mid-1990s,
the Chinese authorities have gradually come to embrace multilateralism to realize their basic foreign
policy objectives in maintaining a peaceful international environment and enhancing China's international
status and inﬂuence. This embrace is largely based on pragmatic considerations. There is no denial,
however, that elements of liberalism and constructivism gradually enter into the considerations of
Chinese leaders. They accept, for example, that non-traditional security issues can only be tackled
through genuine multilateralism. This volume carefully examines China's increased participation in
multilateral organizations and mechanisms and its eﬀorts to initiate and develop its own discourses on
global aﬀairs straddling Asia, the Middle East, Africa and the Latin American continents. China's presence
in international multilateral organizations has been providing developing countries a better chance to
maintain a balance of power. Since China has no ambitious plan to transform the existing international
order, its increasing enthusiastic engagement of multilateralism is likely to be accepted by the
international community. Contents: PrefaceAbout the AuthorList of TablesAcronyms and
AbbreviationsMultilateralism — Theoretical Issues and China's Approach in Foreign PolicyChina in Asia:
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China's Asian Policy in the Early Twenty-First Century: Adjusting to its Increasing StrengthChina's
Regional Strategy and Challenges in East AsiaChina's ASEAN Policy in the 1990s: Pushing for Regional
Multi-polarityThe Path of Least Resistance: China's Way of Engagement in Southeast AsiaThe ASEANChina Free Trade Area — Success or Failure? A Preliminary Evaluation Based on Econometric
EvidenceChina-ASEAN Economic Co-Operation and the Role of ProvincesChina and the World: The
Shanghai Co-Operation Organisation: China's Initiative in Regional Institutional BuildingChina's Approach
to Shanghai Co-operation Organisation: Institutional Building, Economic Co-operation and the Challenge
from AfghanistanChina's Relations with the Gulf Co-operation Council States: Multi-level Diplomacy in a
Divided Arab WorldChina's Approach to BRICSLatin America in China's Contemporary Foreign
PolicyChina's African Policy in the Post-Cold War EraBibliographyIndex Readership: Policymakers,
academics, professionals, undergraduate and graduate students interested in China's foreign policy.
Keywords: Multilateralism;China;Foreign Policy;International RelationsReview: Key Features: It is a
valuable reference book for undergraduate students, postgraduate students and scholars in the ﬁelds of
China's foreign policy and international relations in the Asia-PaciﬁcIt is a most up-to-date account of
China's approaches to its most signiﬁcant multilateral regional organizations and forumsIn view of
China's importance in international politics and economy, it is important to understand its policy
International Institutions in China's Foreign Policy: the Case of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
Elżbieta Proń 2021
Russia's Turn to the East Helge Blakkisrud 2017-12-29 This book is open access under a CC BY license.
This book explores if and how Russian policies towards the Far East region of the country – and East Asia
more broadly – have changed since the onset of the Ukraine crisis and Russia’s annexation of Crimea.
Following the 2014 annexation and the subsequent enactment of a sanctions regime against the country,
the Kremlin has emphasized the eastern vector in its external relations. But to what extent has Russia’s
'pivot to the East' intensiﬁed or changed in nature – domestically and internationally – since the onset of
the current crisis in relations with the West? Rather than taking the declared 'pivot' as a fact and
exploring the consequences of it, the contributors to this volume explore whether a pivot has indeed
happened or if what we see today is the continuation of longer-duration trends, concerns and ambitions.
Republic Earth Organisation: To Counter the Autocratic Threat Posed by the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation and Create a Global Democracy in the 2 Daniel White 2019-11-20 Republic Earth's core
argument is stark: the growing threat posed by authoritarianism, and the autocratic Shanghai
Cooperation Organization, led by China and Russia, threatens the emergence of a new democratic global
society in the 21st century. Republic Earth Organisation: To counter the autocratic threat posed by the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation and create a Global Democracy in the 21st Century will enlighten
Australians and all citizens around the world that since 2001, autocratic regimes, through the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization and led by co-founders China and Russia, have been on a coordinated
campaign to use 'sharp power' to weaken and steal power away from democratic nations in a
sophisticated way. Without democratic nations playing hardball and ﬁghting back, these autocratic
nations could, within the next 10 to 15 years, gain global power and potentially unite the world under an
autocratic agenda. In light of this reality, democratic nations, led by Australia and the G7, need to unite
and create a new global organisation--a Republic Earth Organisation--to counter this threat. This book
also tries, in a small way, to make sense of the 21st century, and shows that we are in a battle between a
new World of Order and a new World of Disorder. This book wishes to celebrate the emergence of a new
democratic global society and a new World of Order. We argue that through the creation of a Republic
Earth Organisation we can build global governance so that the new democratic global society and World
of Order can succeed; and we can work on addressing the seven key global challenges in the World of
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Disorder (climate change, economic inequality, terrorism and cyberterrorism, displaced people and
refugees, harm caused by the digital revolution, the threat posed by nuclear weapons, and autocratic
regimes threatening democratic nations). Author Biography: Daniel White BA (Hons) JD, is an Australian
Lawyer who is currently a political adviser to Hon Anthony Byrne MP (Federal Member for Holt & Deputy
Chair of the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence & Security), 2010-2019. In 2014 he created
the Republic Earth political theory and established the Republic Earth Organisation. In terms of
publications he has written the book entitled Republic Earth back in 2014, and continues to campaign for
a Global Democracy and an Australian Republic.
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Sergey Marochkin 2022 The Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO) is one of the most rapidly developing centres of the multipolar world, covering an enormous
landmass including China, India, Russia and its southern Eurasian neighbours. With both its eight
member states and a growing group of observer states, the SCO's activities have expanded beyond its
initial focus on security and stability to broader cooperation with the UN and other groupings such as the
G20, BRICS, NATO and ASEAN. Bringing together large and disparate nation-states with often rival
geostrategic agendas means that it not only faces substantial structural challenges but also has great
potential. The contributors to this volume, representing a range of the states within the SCO, evaluate
the possibilities for the Organization, and the challenges it faces in achieving them through a prism of
legal regulation. They evaluate the bloc's prospects for economic, humanitarian, legal, trade, labour,
migration, and environmental cooperation, as well as its more traditional concerns with security and
defence. The authors, analyzing the quality of cooperation between states within the SCO, note the
controversial character of this process: it demonstrates both eﬃciency and declarative and decorative
nature of the SCO. A valuable read for scholars and policy-makers with a focus on Eurasian cooperation,
and processes of regionalism and universalism in international relationships.
Linking Trade and Security Vinod K. Aggarwal 2012-10-11 The connections between trade and
security are hardly new. Analysts and practitioners have clearly recognized this interrelationship since
the mercantilist arguments of the 16th and 17th centuries. Despite wishful economic liberal thinking that
might prefer to separate the political from the economic, it is widely recognized that trade and security
are fundamentally interconnected in the foreign policy of states. Over time, as new forms of trade policy
have come into being and the international security environment has evolved, the nexus of these two
spheres has grown more complex and scholars have struggled to understand their interconnection This
edited volume addresses linkages between trade and security by examining the inﬂuence of security
factors in driving trade policy measures and the corresponding implications of diﬀerent types of trade
arrangements for international security. Ultimately, the project shows that several elements—traditional
economic factors, traditional security factors, and human security factors—can aﬀect the development of
trade agreements and unilateral policies, and that trade policies may have both a direct and an indirect
eﬀect on traditional and human security. The project focuses on Asia, a region where economics is
increasingly important but many security issues still linger unresolved, as a primary setting to test trade
linkage theories. It also provides a comparative perspective through examination of how the EU and US
have used their trade policies to achieve non-economic goals and how these policies have inﬂuenced
their security environment. Case studies in this project cover key trade institutions and agreements
including the World Trade Organization, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, ASEAN Plus Three,
the East Asia Summit, the Asia-Paciﬁc Economic Cooperation forum, the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, and bilateral preferential trade agreements.
Asia and Europe in the 21st Century Rahul Mishra 2021-05-26 How are the rising mutual concerns of
Asian and European countries shaping their approaches to the international order? Contributors to this
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volume discuss emerging critical issues in International relations, including the Indo-Paciﬁc constructs,
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), and the progress of established regional security mechanisms like
the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. They also compare western and non-western approaches to
these issues, with a holistic perspective on the origins and evolutions of these approaches. Both the IndoPaciﬁc constructs and BRI present a remarkable set of opportunities for Europe as well as Asia. This book
presents key implications of the changing politico-security dynamics in the two regions from the
perspectives of both Asian and European scholars and theoretical traditions. A must-read for scholars of
International Relations with a focus on relations between Asia and Europe.
China and International Institutions Marc Lanteigne 2005 This book examines a new approach to
Chinese foreign policy development in the post-Cold War international order.
Strategic Implications of the Evolving Shanghai Cooperation Organization Henry Plater-Zyberk
2014 The role of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) in regional politics, and the signiﬁcance of
the organization for U.S. interests, is widely misunderstood. The organization is emphatically not a
military bloc, and yet engages in joint activities which resemble military cooperation to U.S. eyes. It is, in
theory, open to new members; but at present is highly unlikely to accept any. Its rhetoric ﬁrmly opposes
U.S. presence and activity on the territory of member states, and yet individual member states leverage
basing agreements with the United States to their advantage. This monograph by Mr. Henry PlaterZyberk seeks to explain the SCO through reviewing its history and stated aspirations, and measuring
these against actual achievements. It concludes that with the notable exception of the Regional AntiTerrorist Structure (RATS), the great majority of SCO accomplishments are of little signiﬁcance other than
to provide an additional multinational vehicle through which China, and in particular Russia...
Russia, China, and the United States in Central Asia Elizabeth Wishnick 2014-02 Russia and China
have been reacting to the pressures of changing U.S.-Central Asia policy over the past 5 years as has the
United States. In response to the "color" revolutions, they achieved broad agreement on the priority of
regime security and the need to limit the long-term military presence of the United States in Central Asia.
These are also two key areas-deﬁning the political path of Central Asian states and securing a strategic
foothold in the region-where the United States ﬁnds itself in competition with Russia and China. The
Russia-China partnership should not be seen as an anti-U.S. bloc, nor should the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) be viewed as entirely cohesive. Although there is considerable suspicion of U.S.
designs on Central Asia, divergent interests within the SCO, among Central Asian states, and especially
between Russia and China serve to limit any coordinated anti-U.S. activity. Despite the ﬁssures within the
SCO and the competitive tendencies within...
A Strategy for Security in East Asia Jinfeng Li 2016 The international situation is undergoing profound and
complex changes at present. Developed economies are slowing down, the United States is adjusting its
'return to Asia Paciﬁc' strategy, the current situation in West Asia and North Africa is still uncertain, and
challenges in regional security are getting more and more serious. After 12 years of development, the
SCO upholds the Shanghai Spirit, continues to meet new opportunities and new challenges, and has
achieved fruitful results.
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization and Eurasian Geopolitics Michael Fredholm 2013-01-01 The
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has developed into a key regional security group in Asia, its
member states representing no less than 'half of humanity'. Alarmists believe that the SCO is making
itself into a NATO of the East, thus posing a long-term threat to the West. This book looks at the SCO and
Eurasion geopolitics in general.
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The Changing Global Order Madeleine O. Hosli 2019-11-22 This volume oﬀers a comprehensive
evaluation of the concept of global order, with a particular emphasis on the role of regional organisations
within global governance institutions such as the United Nations. Building from a solid theoretical base it
draws upon the expertise of numerous leading international scholars oﬀering a broad array of timely and
relevant case studies. These all take into consideration the historical setting, before analysing the
contemporary situation and oﬀering suggestions for potential realignments and readjustments that may
be witnessed in the future. The volume adopts an interdisciplinary approach when addressing some of
the most pressing issues of global governance which our global community must tackle. This presents
the readers an opportunity to understand related topics such as political economy, international law,
institutions of global governance, in conjunction with the academic ﬁeld of International Relations (IR). It
further helps students and interested readers understand the theoretical and practical foundations to the
changing nature of global aﬀairs.
China and International Institutions Marc Lanteigne 2005-11-14 China has shifted its foreign policy
from one that avoided engagement in international organizations to one that is now embracing them.
These moves present a new challenge to international relations theory. How will the global community be
aﬀected by the engagement of this massive global power with international institutions? This new study
explores why China has chosen to abandon its previous doctrine of institutional isolation and details how
it is currently unable to balance American power unilaterally and details an indirect path to greater
power. In addition, it includes the ﬁrst major analysis of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization,
comprising China, Russia and most of Central Asia. In contrast to many works on the "rise of China"
question, which place an emphasis on her material goods and powers, this book delivers a new approach.
It shows how the unique barriers Beijing is facing are preventing the country from taking the traditional
paths of territorial expansion and political-economic domination in order to develop as a great power.
One of these barriers is the United States and its inherent military and economic strength. The other is
the existence of nuclear weapons, which makes direct great power conﬂict unacceptably costly. China
has therefore opted for a new path, using institutions as stepping stones to great power status. This book
will be of great interest to students and scholars of international relations, world politics, world history
and Asia.
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